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A B S T R A C T

A scatter correction algorithm (SCA) for cone beam CT (CBCT) projections, making use of prior information
obtained by deformable image registration of CT to CBCT, has recently been proposed and tested for particle
therapy dose calculation. The SCA relies on subtraction of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) from scaled
measured projections and smoothing operations, followed by a subtraction correction and reconstruction. In this
note, we compared the SCA’s correction to one based on a Monte Carlo simulation of the scatter, and a separate
beam hardening correction. Agreement better than 3% between the two approaches was obtained when com-
paring corrected log-transformed projections.

1. Introduction

Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) image guidance for
proton therapy (PT) has recently seen considerable interest, with sev-
eral PT centers either planning to deploy or making use of gantry-,
nozzle-, C-arm- or couch-mounted systems. While the images obtained
from these systems are chiefly used for patient positioning, there is
interest in using them for water equivalent thickness (WET) or dose
calculation purposes, which require correction of CBCT image in-
tensities. CT number conversion is problematic due to the lack of a
single bijective relation between directly reconstructed CBCT
Hounsfield units and stopping power ratio [1], and requires improve-
ment of CBCT image quality [2]. Recent studies have adopted methods
initially applied to photon therapy [3–5] to achieve CBCT correction for
PT by relying on deformable image registration of a planning CT to the
CBCT to yield a so-called virtual CT (vCT) [1,6–11]. An algorithm
making use of digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) of the vCT to
perform corrections directly on CBCT projection images [12,13] has
recently been successfully tested for PT [14]. This so-called scatter-
correction-algorithm (SCA) is reported equivalent to the vCT approach
for head and neck sites and superior for pelvic sites in terms of WET,
dose calculations or organ at risk delineation [15]. In the original pa-
pers from Niu et al. [12,13], as well as in the PT-specific reports of Park
et al. and Kurz et al. [14,15], it is stated that the SCA not only corrects

for the detection of scattered photons by the flat panel imager, but also
for any other sources of low-frequency discrepancies between the vCT
and the CBCT. This may be other artefacts, e.g., beam hardening, but it
might as well be image properties, e.g., the use of different X-ray tube
voltages. There is thus a concern that the algorithm could be too
strongly influenced by the prior information and yield unphysical
scatter correction.

In this note, we performed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of a CBCT
projection for comparison against a measured projection. We compared
the SCA’s correction to one based solely on MC results using the scatter
component from the MC simulation and a separate beam hardening
correction. Our objective was to assess whether the SCA’s correction
can be reproduced by independent scatter and beam hardening cor-
rections.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data acquisition

A 15 cm diameter PMMA cylinder with a central bore housing four
Gammex RMI 467 inserts (lung LN450, solid water, adipose AP6 and
bone SB3, Gammex, USA) was imaged with the S20 protocol of the XVI
4.5.1 CBCT imaging system of an Elekta Synergy linac (Elekta,
Sweden). The scanner was operated at 100 kVp using a tube current of
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10mA, an exposure time of 10ms/projection, 391 projections and no
bow-tie filter. A 180 degrees plus fan angle rotation was performed.
Uncorrected flood, dark and phantom projections of
1024×1024 pixels, subsequently re-binned to 512×512
0.8×0.8mm2 pixels were acquired with a frame-grabber card
(PerkinElmer, USA) connected to the flat panel imager, yielding pixel
signals ranging to 216 (the limit of unsigned 16-bits integers used for file
writing). Phantom projections ICBCT were obtained following dark and
flood correction (see Supplementary materials Eq. (S1) for details).

CBCT images were reconstructed from ICBCT following log trans-
formation to projections

= −p I Iln( / ),CBCT 0 (2)

where I0 corresponds to ICBCT without an object. CBCT images μCBCT
were reconstructed on a 1×1×1mm3 voxel grid with the re-
construction toolkit (RTK) [16] from the set of p and converted to CT
numbers (CT#) as in Park et al. [14]:

= × −μCT# 2 1024,CBCT CBCT
16 (3)

where CT#= (μ-μwater)/μwater × 1000 in Hounsfield units (HU) and μ is
the linear attenuation coefficient. The phantom was also scanned with a
Toshiba Aquilion LB scanner (Toshiba Medical Systems, the Nether-
lands) at 120 kVp, using clinical scan protocols for treatment planning,
and images were reconstructed on a 1× 1×3mm3 voxel grid and ri-
gidly registered to the CBCT image. The use of deformable image re-
gistration was not necessary in this study.

2.2. SCA algorithm

The SCA algorithm as implemented in this work is described in
details in Park et al. and Kurz et al. [14,15], and a short three steps
overview is presented below.

Step 1: The CBCT measurements (dark and gain corrected detector
signals before log transformation) ICBCT were processed with the SCA
algorithm where the SCA correction ISCA is first calculated with:

= × −I f I I(CF ),SCA CBCT DRR (4)

where IDRR were the DRRs of the prior CT# image in the same geometry
as the CBCT projections, following conversion to scaled photon at-
tenuation by inverting Eq. (3): μCT= (CT#+1024)/216 and
IDRR=216e−DRR. f was a smoothing operation consisting of a 2D
median filter with 25× 25 pixels size followed by a Gaussian filter of
1.5 pixel standard deviation [12]. CF=mAsref/mAs, with
mAsref= 2.56mAs was an empirically derived correction factor in-
troduced by Park et al. [14] and validated in Kurz et al. [15]. The CF
was meant to adjust CBCT and CT projection intensities so that their
difference yields a correct ISCA, and additionally accounts for different
mAs/projection between imaging protocols.

Step 2: SCA corrected detector signals were obtained by:

= × −I I ICF .cor,SCA CBCT SCA (5)

Step 3: Reconstruction of these projections following log transform
as per Eq. (2) and conversion with Eq. (3) yielded a corrected CBCT
image (CBCTcor,SCA).

The extensive validation for phantoms and patient data in terms of
image quality of the SCA was reported in Park et al. and Kurz et al.
[14,15]. The generous filtering in the SCA results in the removal of low-
frequency mismatches between scaled CBCT projections and DRRs due
to the detection of scattered photons and beam hardening effects.

2.3. MC simulation and estimation of scatter

We performed MC simulation of the CBCT projection acquisition
using the fixed forced detection actor of the GATE MC simulation
toolkit [17], based on the approach of Poludniowski et al. [18]. In this
framework, the primary photon intensity reaching the detector was

calculated by raytracing from a point source to each detector element
through a voxelized representation of the phantom accounting for the
material specific energy dependence of μ. The X-ray spectrum and de-
tector energy response of the XVI system were obtained from an opti-
mization procedure performed by Vilches-Freixas et al. [19] following
the approach of Granton et al. [20]. The CT scan of the phantom was
used to generate its voxelized representation in GATE by converting the
CT# to the densities and material compositions of the four inserts and
PMMA reported by the manufacturer. The primary signal from MC was
labelled PMC. A full MC simulation using Geant4’s low energy electro-
magnetic physics models was run to record scatter events in the
phantom (first, second, etc.). For each scatter event, the probability of
scattered photons reaching each detector pixel was calculated using
raytracing accounting for attenuation, the detector’s energy response
and angular and energy differential scattering cross sections. This
yielded the scatter signal SMC. The simulation geometry was matched to
the CBCT acquisition, however a coarser projection grid (128×128)
was used for scatter detection, requiring interpolation and scaling be-
fore addition to the primary signal. The combined MC detector signal
IMC= PMC+SMC was converted to ICBCT,MC using the following:

= × ×I I
I

I
2

median( )
CBCT,MC

16
MC

flood,MC

flood,MC (6)

where IMC was the sum of the primary and scattered signals and Iflood,MC

was the object-free primary signal.
Given the cylindrical symmetry of our phantom and to avoid

modelling the patient table and phantom support, the scatter compo-
nent of a single projection where the table was out of the FOV was
computed with Monte Carlo simulations in this work. However, all ISCA
projections were computed and used to reconstruct CBCTcor,SCA, as well
as all primary projections calculated with GATE to reconstruct the
scatter-less CBCT.

2.4. Beam hardening correction

The log transformed MC primary signal −ln(PMC/Iflood,MC) was used
to establish the conversion between scatter-free CBCT projections and
DRRs of μCT by performing beam hardening and μ scaling (necessary
due to the different kVp between CT and CBCT) in one step. This was
done by fitting a quadratic relationship between –ln(PMC/Iflood,MC) and
DRRs of μCT, assuming the CT was corrected for beam hardening, in a
similar approach to Thing et al. [2]. This is illustrated in Fig. S1 of the
supplementary materials. The fitting function converting MC primary
log projections to DRRs was labelled F’BH.

2.5. Independent scatter and beam hardening corrections

We additionally calculated SCBCT,MC by substituting IMC by SMC in
Eq. (6). This was used to calculate

− = ′ − −I I F I S Iln( / ) [ ln[( )/ ]],cor,MC 0 BH CBCT CBCT,MC 0 (7)

which would yield a MC corrected CBCTcor,MC. This image was however
not reconstructed in this work, given the aforementioned lack of patient
table modelling for all projections. The projection from Eq. (7) was used
to benchmark the SCA’s corrected projection (replacing ICBCT in Eq. (2)
by Icor,SCA from Eq. (5)).

3. Results

In Fig. 1, a measured log transformed projection is compared to the
one obtained from the MC simulation. For all inserts the agreement was
generally good, with the largest discrepancy behind the bone insert
(maximum 3%, Fig. 1A). Fig. 1 additionally shows −ln(Icor,SCA/I0) and
−ln(Icor,MC/I0) where similar good agreement was observed. The lar-
gest difference between the two correction methods was 3% behind the
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bone insert, similar to the MC vs CBCT residual error for uncorrected
projections.

In Fig. 2, the CT and CBCTcor,SCA images (in CT#) are compared for
the bone insert to show the impact of incorrect CT beam hardening
correction on the CBCTcor,SCA. We observed a residual cupping artefact
on the CT image attributed to incomplete beam hardening correction
from the vendor software. This artefact seemed to have been propa-
gated to the CBCTcor,SCA. For comparison, the MC primary projection
was also corrected for beam hardening using the correction derived in
this work and reconstructed. A similar residual cupping artefact was
observed (see Fig. 2), suggesting that our beam hardening correction
may suffer from similar shortcomings as the vendor’s.

In the Supplementary material, the intensity of the scatter compo-
nent of the projections, as derived from the SCA and from MC, was also
compared and their absolute average difference relative to the MC in a
projection was 3% (Supplementary Fig. S2). The bone insert showed the
largest residual mismatch with an average difference of 12%. In
Supplementary material, the reconstructed CT, CBCT and CBCTcor

images are shown (Fig. S3) in addition to a table (Table S1) reporting

mean CT# inside regions of interest covering each insert. The largest
linear attenuation coefficient (converting CT# to μ/μwater) discrepancy
was 1.5% for the bone insert.

4. Discussion

The good agreement between simulations and measurements shown
in Fig. 1 supports the optimization work of Vilches-Freixas et al. [19],
which relied on the technique proposed by Granton et al. [20]. The
mismatch visible beyond pixel 400 is caused by the foam phantom
holder which was not modeled in the MC simulation. The results shown
in Fig. 1, with accuracy better than 3%, are an indirect indication, since
scatter was not measured directly, that the MC calculated SMC should be
reasonably accurate. This level of accuracy compares well to what was
achieved in other MC studies such as Bootsma et al. [21] (6%) or Jarry
et al. [22] (8–10%).

The agreement between the corrected log transformed projections
shown in Fig. 1 (largest difference 3%) indicates that the main cor-
rections of the SCA are indeed for scatter and beam hardening, as

Fig. 1. Comparison of log transformed projections mea-
sured by the flat panel detector (CBCT) and obtained from
MC simulations (MC) along a profile across the phantom
diameter centered on (A) the bone, (B) the solid water, (C)
the adipose and (D) the lung inserts. The DRR from the
planning CT is shown along with log transformed Icor,SCA
from the SCA (CBCTcor,SCA) and using the MC derived
scatter signal to obtain Icor,MC (CBCTcor,MC).

Fig. 2. Profiles across the CT and CBCTcor,SCA images are
shown for the bone insert along the dashed line shown on
the CT image. The reconstructed beam hardening corrected
MC primary is also shown for comparison. Note that
CBCTcor,MC was not reconstructed because only one projec-
tion was simulated in this work since the table and phantom
holder were not simulated.
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suggested in Niu et al. [12,13] and Park et al. [14]. However, it is
obvious from Fig. 2 that the SCA may potentially propagate residual
artefacts present in the CT image in the CBCTcor,SCA. The residual
cupping in the reconstructed beam-hardening-corrected MC primary
suggests that the one-material correction used in this work would also
yield artefacts in MC-corrected CBCT projections. The slight mismatch
in CT numbers in the bone insert between the CT and MC data in Fig. 2
is also attributed to the PMMA-specific beam hardening correction.

The log-transformed projections agreement of Fig. 1, given the re-
lative importance of scatter and primary, masks the magnitude of the
difference between the scatter intensity estimated by the SCA after re-
moving the beam hardening correction and that from MC simulation,
which was up to 12% behind the bone insert (see Supplementary ma-
terial Fig. S2). Other studies have found comparable levels of agree-
ment between MC simulation and measurements, such as Bootsma et al.
reporting 3%–14% between MC and measured scatter to primary ratio
for water cylinders [21] or Chen et al. reporting 5% agreement for a
breast phantom [23].

The residual discrepancies in scatter intensity estimation can be
partly attributed to discrepancies in the MC modelling and to the ma-
terial specificity of the beam hardening correction, since most data
points are from PMMA or PMMA+adipose in the beam hardening fit
(see Fig. S1 in supplementary materials). Since the CT is acquired at a
different kVp and knowledge of the vendor’s beam hardening correction
is incomplete, it is clear that our single-material correction cannot be
accurate for all materials; the largest discrepancy is behind bone which
is the most different to PMMA in terms of elemental composition (ef-
fective atomic number 14 vs 6.7, respectively).

A water based beam hardening correction could have been obtained
using the knowledge of the CBCT X-ray spectrum and detector energy
response from our MC simulations to linearize the CBCT attenuation.
However a second step converting the 100 kVp CBCT attenuation to the
120 kVp CT attenuation would have still been necessary for comparison
against the SCA’s results. We chose the PMMA empirical correction
from MC CBCT primary to CT DRR to avoid relying on knowledge of the
CT scanner spectrum and detector response.

In conclusion, we have shown, making use of MC simulation, that
the SCA correction can be reproduced to an accuracy of approximately
3% by performing separate scatter and beam hardening corrections
derived from MC-based estimates. This indicates that the SCA’s cor-
rection can be assumed to correspond to beam hardening and scatter
corrections. However these conclusions may not hold for CT images
containing severe artefacts or with geometry differing from the CBCT.
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